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Abstract
Despite the availability of stable indoor vision-based
tracking methods like SLAM, for serious applications outdoors in the BIM or GIS area, an accurate transformation
between the local tracking frame (i.e., the camera) and the
global environment (i.e., the information from GIS and
other sources) has to be established. Unfortunately up to
now, this was hardly possible with vision or standard mobile phone grade sensor technology alone.
In this work we present an outdoor AR system leveraging recent developments in the area of location and orientation sensing technology. We developed a device consisting of multiple sensors, which can easily be combined
with any mobile phone, tablet or even HMD for accurate
visualization of globally registered content. The device
can be built out of commercially available components for
less than e500, giving up to centimeter-level localization
accuracy. We extensively evaluate the device with respect
to orientation and localization accuracy, showing different
outdoor AR use cases.
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Introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) has become known by almost
everyone over the last view years. Especially games like
Pokemon GO brought AR to the public. Such games are
of course not the only useful applications for AR. Several
AR projects exhibit that lots of industrial work cases can
profit from additional visualized information. Increasing
productivity, involving saving time and money are already
well received by industry, especially for indoor AR systems like warehouse management. But AR is also slowly
getting its way to customers, considering more and more
AR applications in sales, gaming and more. However,
whereas indoor AR is already doing its job quite well using vision tracking approaches, outdoor applications did
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Figure 1: Top: First prototype of the sensor cube labeled
with its components. Bottom: GIS data Visualization of
building at the university using Unity.

not really establish the up growth from prototypes to actual business use.
Despite the availability of stable vision tracking methods for urban areas with existing models, other environments additionally require setups with high precise hardware which used to be too expensive for common use.
However, nowadays low-cost differential GPS receivers
are available for only a fraction of cost to high quality receivers and orientation sensors are also quite cheap.
Therefore we designed and assembled a cheap setup for
localization in outdoor AR applications. This enables providing low-cost hardware setups, allowing the extension of
available mobile hardware for high precise outdoor AR applications. As a result, we created a handy clip-on sensor
cube, usable for any mobile hardware, like mobile phones,
tablets and head-mounted displays, such as the Microsoft
HoloLens for example.
In this paper we present this setup consisting of
commercially available components embedded in an 3D
printed case: a GPS receiver, an IMU and an altimeter
providing localization, combined with an WiFi-module
streaming the data to ensure cross-platform usability. In
the remainder of this paper, we shortly discuss related
work in Sec. 2, followed by the description of the setup
in Fig. 3. The hardware setup is evaluated as standalone
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